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June 22, 1990
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
SUMMER LECTURE FOCUSES ON PRODUCTIVE WORKPLACES
CHARLESTON, IL.--Consultant Marvin Weisbord, a national
leader in devising new strategies and approaches for building
more productive workplaces for the future, will present the
second in a series of public lectures at Eastern Illinois
Uni versity focusing on the summer theme, "Renaissance and
Revolution: New Models for a New World."
Weisbord will discuss the self-management revolution and
its implications for workplaces, jobs and careers at
7:30p.m. Friday, June 29, in the Phipps Lecture Hall in
Eastern's Physical Science Building.
able to interact with the speaker.
-more -

Participants will be
The lecture is free.
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A reception will follow the lecture and will be held in
the 1895 Room in the University Union.

Everyone who attends

the lecture is invited to the reception to talk with Weisbord
informally.
The author of the award winning book, Productive
Workplaces: Organizing and Managing for Dignity, Meaning and
Community (1987), he has served as a consultant to the
American Hospital Association, Bethlehem Steel Corporation,
General Electric, and Scott Paper Company, among others.
Weisbord is among seven distinguished visiting faculty
who have been invited to Eastern to present lectures and
workshops relating to the summer theme.

An expert on legal and ethical aspects of family issues,
an authority on adult education, a nationally-known authority
on the U.S. Constitution and Bill of Rights, and an expert on
artificial intelligence computers are among the other
visitors.
While mail-in registrations for workshops are closed,
persons may still register on campus and have until 3:30 p.m.
the day of the workshop to sign-up, provided they have
~ ompleted

admission procedures.

The next scheduled workshop is July 9-12 and deals with
the rapid changes taking place in Eastern Europe and the
USSR.

University of Cologne Professor Manfred Alexander, an

internationally known authority on contemporary Eastern
European history, is the instructor.
For more informati on about registering for summer
workshops, persons may call Eastern's Summer School Office at
581-2023.
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